Learning Guide

Literacy for All: Guided Reading

This learning guide is designed for use by Professional
Learning Communities, learning coaches and teacher
leaders, or as a self-paced study to enhance and support
teacher practice in the area of literacy for students with
significant disabilities

Literacy for All:
4-Blocks of Literacy

This learning guide is intended to be used after viewing the

video clip: Guided Reading.
General synopsis:
In this short video clip, Grade 1–6 teachers are using guided reading strategies to support all students in their
classrooms, including students with significant disabilities.

Key Understanding


Guided reading offers structured opportunities
before, during and after reading to support students
in developing literacy skills and strategies.



What types of after reading activities would help
students with significant disabilities deepen their
understanding?



A guided reading approach offers strategies and
structures that teachers can use to address the
unique learning and communication needs of
students with significant disabilities.



How is your understanding of the potential of the
guided reading process changing as a result of
watching this video? Is there anything you would do
differently in your classroom, after viewing this video?

Questions for Discussion


What impact can activating and building background
knowledge have for a student with significant
disabilities?



Share examples of activities and strategies that can
be used as part of the before reading time. Would
these activities work for a student with significant
disabilities? If not, what changes would you have to
make to ensure all students benefit?



During reading, students read the book, including
rereading the book. How might this “reading” look
different for a student with a significant disability?



What are some strategies you can use to get a sense
of individual student’s understanding of what he or
she have read, particularly students with limited
verbal skills?
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